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Stefani Joanne Angelina Germanotta (born March 28, ), known professionally as Lady .. She and Diane Warren
co-wrote the song "Til It Happens to You" for the documentary The Gaga had spent much of her early life wanting to be
an actress, and achieved her goal when Bloom, Nicole Brydon (March 7, ).

I could never forget it. It surpassed the ratings of all four major networks among viewers subscribed to the
channel. All dates of the second leg of the Blown Away Tour were sold out, breaking records. In August,
Swift addressed her mother's cancer diagnosis and encouraged others to get a medical checkup. I wasn't
rebellious in a certain way. During filming Madonna became ill several times, after finding out that she was
pregnant, and from the intense emotional effort required with the scenes. She earned a second entry after she
became the first woman to achieve 10 track debuts on the Billboard Hot  The US chart success was assisted by
the CDs being included as part of the concert ticket purchase, thereby qualifying each CD as chart rules then
stood to count toward US chart placement. The lessons taught her to create music by ear, which she preferred
over reading sheet music. It peaked at number four on the Billboard Hot [58] and number one in Australia.
The note is widely assumed to reflect an anti-synth, pro-"hard"-rock stance by the band, [78] but was later
revealed by producer Roy Thomas Baker to be an attempt to clarify that those albums' multi-layered solos
were created with guitars, not synths, as label executives kept assuming at the time. Just remembered as me,
'cause I'm true to my music, and I just want people to realize that and appreciate me for that" â€”Rihanna
during her first interview with MTV News [] Growing up in Barbados, she wasn't exposed to a lot of music,
mainly reggae , hip-hop and soca music. The inspiration behind the album came from her friendship with
Bennett, and fascination with jazz music since her childhood. There was very experimental, more hard stuff
like Aphex Twin. Madonna and Dashev's company became a wholly owned subsidiary of Warner Music, but
Madonna was still signed to Warner under a separate recording contract. Reid was also impressed with her
audition, telling Jay-Z not to let Rihanna leave the building until the contract was signed. This made Swift the
first act to have three albums sell more than one million copies in their opening release week, for which she
earned another Guinness World Record. Chaos and Disorder , released in , was Prince's final album of new
material for Warner Bros. Billboard also ranked Underwood's tour at No. The playlist includes every song
performed on B-stages during the Reputation Stadium Tour. Despite this, she was anticipated to pursue a
career in entertainment, and considered the idea after recording herself in the studio. The discs are the same, as
is the CD jacket. Aside from encompassing lyrics relating to social issues such as same-sex relationships ,
homophobia and domestic violence , it also contains themes of sadomasochism and is considered far more
sexually explicit in nature than her previous release, Janet. That is the thing that I believe I am the greatest at.
Basically, I was just her editor. I can't tell you where I'll see myself in five years, but I can tell you I will work
my best to be the most successful artist that I can be in five years. In March , the group signed a record deal
with Motown , and soon had their first number-one hit. What a song". In , Prince released his first live album,
One Nite Alone Retrospectively, it is cited as the highlight of the album, and in Rolling Stone Magazine
ranked it 31st in the " Greatest Guitar Songs of All Time", describing it as "an entire album's worth of riffs
crammed into a single song". It peaked at number three on the Billboard  And at the same time remained a real
force in entertainment in the whole world. Smattered in between glitzier, more glamorous clips, Madge and Ri
want us to think about bigger issues". Reaching No. Hischak described Menken's melody as "flowing", [80]
while BuzzFeed 's Aylin Zafar wrote that the song is "Tender and warm". After working steadily for over ten
years, Queen decided that they would not perform any live shows in  It included photography from a photo
shoot in W magazine, and seven video segments. She had reached another turning point in her career,
reinventing herself and her image with the public. When I was like three years old, I may have been even
younger, my mom always tells this really embarrassing story of me propping myself up and playing the keys
like this because I was too young and short to get all the way up there. Madonna later acknowledged that she
had not grasped the concept of her mother dying. The song reached No. Their first show was at the Capri
Theater on January 5, 


